Kingfisher Private School
Procedure
INTERSEN PHASE PRIZE GIVING CRITERIA

The prize giving criteria for the Intersen Phase are as follows:
Entrepreneur's Day Certificates are awarded to pupils in the following categories.




Best overall stall
Most creative business ideal
Most profit made

Leadership Certificates: Are awarded to Grade 7 pupils who have shown honesty,
integrity, enthusiasm and an above average ability for a person of their age. They are
always a keen participant in all activities and will strive towards co-operating with the
staff. They are team players.
Top Reader Certificates: Are awarded to the pupil in each grade who has read the
best consistently throughout the year.
Kingfisher Mathematics Olympiad Certificate: Is awarded to one pupil in the
Intersen Phase who has achieved the highest mark in his/her Mathematics Olympiad
during that year.
Improvement Certificates:
Improvement certificates: Are awarded to the pupils who have achieved a sustained
improvement of 10% or more in an individual subject.
Overall Improvement Certificates: Are awarded to pupils who have improved by 5%
or more on their overall average.
Academic Colours certificates:
Bronze Certificates are awarded to pupils who have achieved an average of 80%84.9% in any subject.
Silver Certificates are awarded to pupils who have achieved an average of 85% 89.9% in any subject. Gold Certificates are awarded to pupils who have achieved an
average of 90% and above in any subject.

Academic Honours Certificate: Are awarded to pupils who have worked
consistently well throughout the year and have achieved an overall average, in the
examination subjects, of 80% or above.
Top Student Certificates: Are awarded to the pupils in each grade who has the
highest overall average.
Cum Laude/Dux Certificates: Are awarded to pupils who have an overall average of
90% or above.
Trophies:















Junior Victrix and Victor Ludorum – Athletics and Swimming (where
applicable)
Senior Victrix and Victor Ludorum – Athletics and Swimming
Olivier Tennis Trophy (When tennis is offered as part of the extra mural
programme)
- Is awarded to the tennis player in the Intersen Phase who has played the best
consistently throughout the season
The Connolly Hockey Trophy
- Is awarded to the most promising hockey player in the Intersen Phase
The Most Promising Soccer Player
- Is awarded to the most promising soccer player in the Intersen Phase
Thompson Sportperson Trophy
- Is awarded to a pupil in the Intersen Phase who has participated
enthusiastically in several school sports and has represented the school in
matches
The Most Promising Senior Chess Player
- Is awarded to the most promising chess player in the Intersen Phase
The Lester Chess Trophy
- Is awarded to the winner of the chess championship in the Intersen Phase
Overall Quiz Champion Trophy
- Is awarded to the individual winner of the Intersen Phase’s Inter-House Quiz
The Jean-Marie Swanepoel Orator’s Trophy
- Is awarded to the Intersen Phase pupil who took first place in the English Oral
Festival.
Dramatist of the year
- Is awarded only in a concert year to an Intersen Phase pupil who took one of
the lead roles in the concert and gave an outstanding performance.
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The Cultural Trophy
- Is awarded to a pupil in the Intersen Phase who has participated enthusiastically,
and achieved well in several cultural activities.
The Tritech National Science Exposition Trophy
- Is awarded to the pupil who went the furthest in the Tritech Science Exposition
and achieved the highest result.
The Viljoen Science Trophy
- Is awarded to the pupil in the top Natural Science student in Grade 7
Emmanuel Ajewole Geography Award
- Is awarded to the top Geography student in the Intersen Phase
The Edublox Trophy for the most improved pupil in each grade
- This is awarded to the pupils who showed the most improvements in the overall
averages in their grades
The Ziegelmeier Trophy
- Is awarded to the pupil with the highest overall academic average in the
Intersen Phase

Special Awards:


Service award: Is awarded to a pupil in the Intersen Phase who has served, in an
outstanding manner, the school or community. These will only be awarded where
applicable.



Principal’s Award – Boy or Girl
- Is awarded to outstanding pupil/s in Grade 7 who have excelled in many
spheres of school life and made a consistent contribution.
- The following aspects are also taken into account: Attitude, co-operation and
being an ambassador.
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